Effects of gas properties and waveform asymmetry on gas transport in a branching tube network.
Local gas transport coefficients, quantifying longitudinal dispersion through a symmetrical constant-diameter tube network, have been measured during oscillation with both symmetrical and nonsymmetrical waveforms. Experiments were carried out over a range of conditions that would prevail in the central to lower airways during high-frequency ventilation at moderate frequency (5 Hz) and tidal volume (15-80 ml). Gas transport coefficients resulting from oscillation of three different resident-trace gas pairs were measured using a new analytic technique. This technique allowed rapid determination of the transport coefficient distribution along the entire network. Results demonstrate a small but significant influence attributable to changes in gas properties that is similar to that found in a straight tube and indicate that augmented dispersion is an important mechanism of axial transport. Gas transport coefficients were found to be unaffected by changes in flow waveform symmetry, suggesting that previously reported improvements in gas exchange associated with decreasing inspiratory to expiratory time ratios are not due to a change in local conditions such as asymmetry in the velocity profile.